
Industry Tax Reform Plan
Emphasizes Need for Jobs

A four-point tax reform
program, designed to con-
tinue to improve the climate
for capital formation, invest-
ment and job creation, has
been announced by the Na-
tional Association of Manu-
facturers.

A concerted effort by Con-
gress and the Executive
Branch to control spending is
necessary to achieve a real
revamping of the income tax,
the NAM also said.

Help Small Business
The manufacturers said

tax reform should:
1. Retain the 7 percent in-

vestment credit on a perma-
nent basis and extend depre-
ciation liberalization started
under ADR (accelerated de-
preciation range) to a true
capital cost allowance system,
competitive with other lead-
ing industrial nations;

2. Raise the corporate sur-
tax exemption from $25,000
to SIOO,OOO to allow small
businesses, in particular, to
extend their operations and
create new jobs;

3. Consider a start on re-
lieving double taxation of
dividends, thereby encourag-
ing productive investment
and employment throughout
the corporate sector;

4. Establish minimum fed-
eral jurisdictional standards
for taxing interstate com-
merce to allow business to
survive the mass of conflict-
ing state and local tax rules.

The NAM noted that re-
cent demands for "reform”
and “loophole closing” have
raised questions in many
minds about the basic fair-
ness of the system by point-

Alkaline batteries are said
to have 25 per cent greater
energy density and up to 10
times more life than carbon-
zinc batteries.

ing to what seems to be spe-
cial treatment of groups of
individuals or businesses.
“Undoubtedly, the tax system
could be improved substan-
tially in some areas, but it
must be done over time and
through careful analysis and
dispassionate weighing of
alternatives,” the NAM said.

The Association warned
against use of the tax system
for redistribution of wealth,
for wide scale redistribution
of income. “This makes a
much better slogan than a
working program,” the NAM
said. "While reformers point
to existing inequities, they
almost universally ignore or
minimize the importance of
the undeniable progress in
real per capita income gains
that has been made by all in-
come groups over the post-
war period.”

When government transfer
payments to income classes
are subtracted from the tax
burdens of these classes, the
statistics show a substantial
redistribution of income now
in favor of the lower income
groups, according to the
NAM.

Company Taxes Rise
As to corporate taxes, the

NAM points out that the
actual legislative effect over
the past four years has been
to raise corporate tax bur-
dens at the federal level while
individual income taxes, par-
ticularly for the lower-income
groups, have been reduced
substantially.

“Substantial moderation of
rates should be the prime ob-
jective of long-term tax pol-
icy and a commitment to re-
duce rates over a period of
years is important,” the
study said. To achieve this
goal, the NAM said that re-
duction of spending is abso-
lutely essential.

Farm Tips
ByDr. J. W. Pou

Agricultural epseMM
Wachovia Bank S Trust Co, NA.

If you haven’t been back to the farm for a couple of
years, chances are you’ll never recognize what you see in
the cow pasture.

They’re still cows, but the breeds are different. They’re a

different colgr not all black, or red with white faces, as
with Angus'and Hereford, the old breeds. And they have
foreign names - like Limousin, Simmental, Maine-Anjou,
Chianina and others.

As a group, these cattle are classified as “exotic.” This
means about the same thing as when the word is used to

describe certain female dancers - they’re different.
The exotic cattle, coming primarily from the European

continents, are very old breeds in their native land but they
are completely new in the United States.

They are being brought to this country and bred into
herds of Angus, Shorthorn and Hereford to help improve
the size and rate of growth of U. S. cattle.

The infusion of new blood started several years ago with
the introduction of the big, white French cattle, Charolais.
The demand for these large-muscled beef animals has been
terrific. They are well established and no longer classified as
exotic.

The last few years have brought the heaviest flow ofnew
breeds. In additon to the imports from the European
continent, others have come from England -South Devon
and Black Welch -and Australia - the Murray Grey.

The Murray Grey was developed in Australia by
systematic crossbreeding of common breeds. The Hayes
Converter was developed in much the same manner but in
Canada. In the case of the Hayes, two dairy breeds -

Holstein and Brown Swiss - were used in the cross along
with Hereford.

At the same time the exotics are being used in
crossbreeding with older breeds, North Carolina and other
U. S. cattlemen are also crossbreeding with the older
breeds. The whitefaced Mack steer, a result of an
Angus-Hereford cross, is one of the popular animals in
feedlots because of its hybrid vigor and growthiness.

These are some of the same traits sought through the use
of the new breeds.

A. V. Allen, specialist in charge of extension animal
husbandry at North Carolina State University, says the new
breeds generally seem to grow faster, are more efficient in
use of feed and may have a slight edge in percent of lean
cuts. But there is no difference in taste of the meat.

The breeds also have their problems. Generally, they
have larger calves and therefore have more calving
problems. The heifers of the breeds are slower to mature

and begin their reproductive function a little later than
some of the smaller breeds.

While some of the exotics are expected to become well
established in this country, as the Charolais have done, they
aren't expected to replace Angus and Hereford.

Regardless of the breed or the cross, Tarheel cattlemen
can afford to pay something extra for a good bull.

How much can the beef producer afford to pay for a
good bull?

“There is no exact answer,” points out A. V. Allen.
“There are, however, several factors that the producer
should consider in trying to reach this decision.”

Allen says there are two things that determine the value
of cattle when they are sold - weight and quality. Both
traits are inherited. Growth rate and quality am about 25
percent transmitted from the sire and dam to the offspring.

The growth rate from birth to weaning should be
considered, since many Tarheel producers sell calves as
feeders at about 240 days of age.

If the offspring from the new bull gains one-tenth pound
per day over the herd average, this would amount to three
pounds per month or about 24 pounds at eight months of
age.

At 30 cents per pound, this extra 24 pounds would be
worth $7 JO at sale time, Allen remarks.

If this bull bred 20 costs the first year, he could be
worth 5144 more the first year than the bull that was
replaced.

“Buy a bull with records and known performance,”
suggests Allan. Performance tested animals willdo much to
improve the weight and quality of anisnals being produced
In North Carolina.
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THEN ANt> NOW
By Dave Farrar

National Home Furnishings Fashion Coordinator, Montgomery Ward
Today we're looking back,

as far back aa four centuries
and as near as the 1940a, to
establish the look I call “The
Natural Recollection'.” It
means picking up the best
from home furnishings of the
past and putting it all
together in designs for today.

“Looking back to the
future” may seem like a
planned mind boggier from
one of those “designers,” but
the expression is a sincere
attempt to express what’s in
store for tomorrow.

Take the Italian Revolu-
tion. Right in the midst of it J
someone got scared by the
Milanese look with all of its
cushy forms and rampant
plastics and said, “Whoa
we’ve gone too far from the
familiar! ”

Like a selective magnet
zipping through time, we pick
up space-saving qualities of
modular storage units, and we
like prices of mass produced
goods. We’re using easy-care
fabrics and the no-wear
qualities of plastics because
the technology of the 70s is
too valuable to overlook.

We like to think of our-
selves as being sophisticated
enough to realise that a see-
through plexiglass table takes
no space visually an impor-
tant need in view of today’s
increasing space limitations.

The “people” part of us is
another consideration. With
the advent of computers a
new sophistication was bom,
but at the same time we
realized that it isn’t sensuous
to have a candlelight dinner
in a totally sterile environ-
ment, no matter how low the
dimmer switches go. So, in
the same sophistication that
streamlined interiors to
become stark and basic we
found the freedom to be
natural and used the
“touchables” natural
fabrics, textures and forma.

This natural look warms up
streamlined, mass produced
home furnishings and even
satisfied the national urge to
return to nature. We added
the natural looks from times
gone by: a chrome and glass
table makes sense when used
with a character piece like a
country French side chair,
complete with rush seat and a

hand-carved rose. Or how
about a heavily distressed har-
vest table encircled by
opaque plastic pull-up chairs?

The natural look also can
mean elegance. What is more
elegant and natural than a
rose the same rose on your
mother’s - living room
draperies? It now re-appears,
minus the murky colors and
wearing ice cream pink and a
frivolous shade of green,
perhaps a grey, and on a
black ground. All relateable,
yet very today.

Besides texture, we use
pattern with pattern to help
achieve the close, snuggle-up-
by-a-cozy-fire look. We need
this security especially
now.

Little treasures, too, like
the currently popular Sand-
wich Glass which dates from
1825, help in the Natural
Recollection look of today
by giving us a bit more of the
personal identity we seek in
the home we’re wearing this
year. We’re seeking the look
of the 70s: a potpourri to
make home furnishings like
an old friend come home, but
with a new set ofclothes.
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